FISHERING NEAR NEW YORK.

IVERY kind of fish that anglers can catch in the salt waters of the New York Bay can be taken in New York Bay, but unfortunately not in large numbers. Striped bass are taken at Liberty Island, which is but a stone's throw from the Battery, where Kentucky, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, and Connecticut, like many fly rods, sultons, and sandworms, may be taken almost any time in their respective aisles. For the largest, and most game fish, with the exception of the striped bass, it is best to look to the tide. The tide is highest at the time of the moon and lowest at the time of the spring. The fish are taken from the shore of Liberty Island itself. To reach it, take steam eat steam from the Battery Office, fast of West Street, every hour, from 9 A.M. to 3 P.M. Round trip fare, 3 cents.

The best way to fish these waters, however, is to hire a boat. The usual fare of a boat is $2 a day for a boat and man, or hire the Central Railroad of New Jersey from foot of West Street, at the Depot, 10 cents. The fare is a round trip, 14 cents. A short walk from the station there are boats at Bass River, Bays, and Halls Bay. From New York Bay, the Best Box at the Office, fast of West Street, every hour, from 9 A.M. to 3 P.M. Round trip fare, 3 cents.

The fare of a boat is $2 a day for a boat and man. The best time to hire a boat is on Fine Days. Good boat can be obtained at reasonable rates.

The most interesting fishing of New York Bay we get our first fishing at the vicinity of Liberty Island, where large schools of salmon, striped bass, and blackfish form a sort of post, about half a mile south of the island, is a favorite place. The tide is highest at the time of the moon and lowest at the time of the spring. The tide is highest at the time of the moon and lowest at the time of the spring. The fish are taken from the shore of Liberty Island itself. To reach it, take steam boat from the Battery Office, fast of West Street, every hour, from 9 A.M. to 3 P.M. Round trip fare, 3 cents.
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